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Disgraced aristocrat Jonah is a man by day and a demon named Hunnemus at night.
Both his halves have fallen under the power of the dark Priest Sabaste, who crosses
boundaries no priest should. Jonah and Hunnemus are thrust into the intrigue of the
Rainor court, while at the mercy of a diabolical and lustful priest.
Sabaste hurts people in private, but appears charitable in public. What are the
motives of the only priest in the world who serves all four gods of Rainor? When
Jonah learns he&#x2019;s evil he must decide whether to stay or to run.
Hunnemus wants to run. Jonah hesitates.
The first of three arcs, this is 6 installments of the Possession serial collected into a
single ebook. By the author of UnPrison and Faunication.
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